
 

 

Informed Consent for Esogetic Color Puncture Treatment 

 
I want you to be aware of your rights as a client and ask for your informed consent to receive Esogetic Colorpuncture treatment/ needleless 
acupuncture and or Induction Treatments with the Wave or Home Synapsis Device. Please be aware of my practice regarding confidentiality for 
your health information. Your rights as a patient are shown below. My privacy practices are shown in a separate document provided to you.You have a 

right to withdraw this informed consent, in writing, at any time. 
DISCLAIMER: This service does not offer medical advice, and nothing contained in the service is intended to constitute professional advice for medical 

diagnosis or treatment. Advice received via this service should not be relied upon for medical, legal, or financial decisions, and you should consult with 
an appropriate professional for specific advice tailored to your situation. You should always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health 
provider prior to starting any new treatment or with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition. 

 
What is Esogetic Colorpuncture:  
Esogetic Colorpuncture is a complete system of acu-light therapy developed over the past 25 years by German naturopath and acupuncturist, Peter 
Mandel.  It combines concepts of acupuncture with the latest research on the way light functions in the body coming from the field of modern 

biophysics. Like acupuncture, colorpuncture presupposes that the balanced flow of energy through the meridian system will support good health.  
However, colorpuncture achieves this by introducing vibrational information into the body in the form of different colored light frequencies via the 
meridian system. 

For these treatments, a hand-held acu-light pen with insertable colored glass tips is used.  The tool emits incandescent light and is battery operated.  
Each colored tip is precisely set at a specific frequency within the frequency band for each color. 

A lengthy professional association with German biophysicist, Fritz Albert Popp provided Mandel with the theoretical basis of Esogetic Colorpuncture.  In 
his studies of human cell communication, Popp demonstrated that normal living cells emit a steady stream of photons (particles of light) called 
biophotons.  Popp hypothesized that these act as carriers of information in living organisms and that a cell will show an increased emission of 

biophotons (and disturbed information flow) whenever its functions are no longer in a state of balance.  Further, the change in the biophoton 
emissions of one cell will eventually disturb the biophoton emissions in neighboring cells (imagine a pebble dropped in a pond with its spreading 

ripples).  This change from harmoniously oscillating light eventually leads to incoherence and disease. 
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The Induction Therapies: 
Scientific research now shows that the impulses of our brain waves are a component of consciousness. It is also true that health and illness have been 
found to correspond to changes in the natural brain rhythms. Therefore, a change in our brain rhythms brought on by stress or emotional conflict can 

gradually begin to effect our physical well-being. The Induction Therapies aim to introduce the vibrations innate to the brain (beta, alpha, theta and 
delta) via acu-points on the skin. This is done using specially designed “biofeedback” devices called the Induction Wave or Home unit, as well as the 

Induction Point unit. Through the precise transmission of the brain waves via the skin and the meridians, we can begin to talk to the body like a 
healthy brain would and, in this way, slowly guide the body’s information toward health. For more information on the Induction Therapies, you can 

visit: www.esogetics.com/english/induction_holistic_therapy.html. 

Esogetic Sound Therapies: 
Peter Mandel collaborated with the music researcher couple Korten and Helm, to literally translate some of his color treatments into sound treatments, 

using precise mathematical formulas. These sound therapies, made up of specific sequences of tonal frequencies, are conducted as information 
through the ears to the brain and then into the body. These sound frequencies help are supportive and stabilizing for body and brain functions.  

 
I have read and fully understand all terms and statements herein. I have truthfully and accurately stated all conditions that I am aware of and to the 
best of my ability. I will inform this provider of any changes in my status at my earliest convenience.  

By my signature below, I attest that my rights have been explained to me and I give my consent for treatment. I have also received a copy of the 
Rights and Grievance Procedure, and a copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices.  

o I am not pregnant, and I will inform my therapist before receiving a treatment if I become pregnant 
o I do not have epilepsy and I will inform my therapist before a treatment if I develop epilepsy 

o I will inform my therapist of any medical changes before a treatment 
 

___________________________________________    ________________________________    _______________ 
Client’s Full Name (Please Print)   Client Signature    
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